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Abstract

During maturing antibody responses the increase in affinity for target antigens is achieved by genetic diversification of
antibody genes followed by selection for improved binding. The effect this process has on the specificity of antibody for
variants of the antigen is not well-defined, despite the potential role of antibody diversification in generating enhanced
protection against pathogen escape mutants, or novel specificities after vaccination. To investigate this, a library of single
amino-acid substitution epitope variants has been screened with serum obtained at different time-points after
immunization of mice with the HIV gp41 peptide epitope ELDKWA. The serum IgG response is shown to mature and
increase affinity for ELDKWA, and the titre and affinity of IgG against most epitope variants tested increases. Furthermore
there is a bias towards high affinity serum IgG binding to variant epitopes with conservative substitutions, although
underlying this trend there is also significant binding to many epitopes with non-conservative substitutions. Thus,
maturation of the antibody response to a single epitope results in a broadening of the high-affinity response toward variant
epitopes. This implies that many pathogen epitope escape variants that could manifest as single amino-acid substitutions
would not emerge by escaping immune surveillance.
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Introduction

The relationship between serum antibody affinity and specificity

is poorly understood. It is often assumed that as antibodies

increase in affinity they also become more specific, and at a trivial

level this is likely. A single high affinity antibody might only bind

one or a few targets with strength. The serum response to T-

dependent antigens is, however, a composite of antibodies from

many clones, and it has long been known that ‘specific’ antibody

responses produce antibodies that react with a variety of unrelated

antigens [1]. As an antibody response progresses the number of V-

regions or CDR3s used against some antigens may reduce [2,3]

although against others numbers may increase [4], and therefore

while at a coarse level the repertoire may become more restricted,

somatic hypermutation in germinal centers diversifies V-genes to

such an extent that at the sequence level many cells have different

receptors [2,3,5–7]. These different antibodies would each have

slightly different antigen binding regions that may have specificity

beyond that for the immunizing epitope [8,9] and there is also

evidence that somatic mutation can change antibody specificity

altogether [10,11]. The genetic diversification caused by new V-

gene recruitment and somatic hypermutation has, therefore, the

potential to expand the number of epitopes bound by a developing

antibody response. Although generation of frank self-reactivity can

lead to rapid apoptosis in germinal centres [12–14], and so defines

an extreme limit of the diversification of specificity, the overall

scope of reactivity produced during antibody maturation is

currently little understood.

This issue is important, however, because it has a bearing on the

related subjects of how broad the antibody reactivity induced by

vaccine epitopes is, and similarly, the degree to which antibody

responses to pathogen epitopes protect against variants of the

epitope. With perfect specificity, an antibody response would not

show binding to any epitope variants; with no specificity, a

response would show binding to all possible non-self epitopes.

Determining where on this scale of specificity in vivo responses lie,

and how they change as the response progresses, is an aim of the

study reported here.

Results

To investigate how specificity changes during an antibody

response serum IgG was screened at different times after

immunisation with the HIV gp41 epitope ELDKWA [15], against

a library of ELDKWA variants. To systematically introduce

minimal changes in the epitope, and mimic how pathogen escape

variants might manifest, a peptide library was created by

synthesising all (except cysteine to avoid thiol reactions) single

amino acid substitutions of the central LDKW sequence.

ELDKWA was chosen as the antigen because it is short and so

should not contain multiple independent epitopes, it is well

characterised, derived from a real protein and the epitope is

maintained in a linear peptide [15,16]. Further, ELDKWA is a

defined high affinity antibody epitope as it is the target of human

monoclonal 2F5, which blocks HIV infection in vivo and in vitro

[17–19]. We use 2F5 as a comparison antibody in this study.
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The anti-ELDKWA response shows affinity maturation
Eight mice were immunised with 50 ug of CELDKWAS

peptide conjugated to KLH in alum, for each time-point. The

n-terminal C was added for efficient crosslinking to carrier and

also included with the c-terminal S residue, part of the native

sequence, to avoid problems with antibodies specific for just

the terminal residue (see methods). Serum was obtained 14, 38 and

83 days after CELDKWAS immunisation. These time-points

were chosen to cover the period from the peak of the primary

response to the time by which affinity maturation has occurred;

for example see reference 21. Figure 1A shows the anti-peptide

serum IgG titres for these time points. Titres rise from day

14 to day 38, and at day 83 show similar levels to day 38. To

measure affinity maturation, sera were screened against a

peptide/carrier titration, which discriminates for high affinity

IgG binding [20,21]. Figure 1B shows that the relative affinity

of serum IgG for ELDKWA continues to rise over the time course

of the experiment, consistent with previous observations that

affinity maturation can continue for over 100 days after

immunisation [21].

Serum binding to ELDKWA variants
All serum samples, from each time point after immunisation,

were then used individually to screen the ELDKWA variants

library containing the 72 possible (except cysteine) single amino-

acid substitutions of LDKW. Serum from each individual mouse

was used at the dilution that gave an IgG absorbance reading of 1

against the native peptide. This allows a comparison of the relative

effects of substitutions on the binding of antibody from each time-

point. The results are shown in Figure 2A. For the purpose of

clarity the data for the substitutions at each particular position are

shown separately. The data in each panel have been ranked

according to the absorbance reading for each variant from day 14

serum. Readings for the native peptide and a CLAKDWE

randomised control peptide are also included in each panel.

After 14 days serum IgG binding was heavily dependent on the

K and W residues, as all substitutions in these positions severely

diminished binding. Most D position substitutions also had a large

effect on IgG binding whereas alterations at the L position had a

lesser effect but, as for the D position, this depended on the

particular substitution. After 38 days most D and all K and W

substitutions were better tolerated; serum showed higher levels of

binding to these variants than at day 14. Day 38 serum binding

became more dependent on the L residue, however, as

substitutions here reduced binding more than at day 14. Overall

the binding of day 38 serum IgG to variants increased and became

less dependent on any particular residue. This trend continued to

day 83 when levels of IgG binding to all variants was greater than

at day 38. The binding of total serum IgG to most single

substitution variants of the epitope, therefore, increased markedly

over time. The exception was for substitution at the L residue

where the binding pattern was more complex. Binding of day 83

serum to about half the variants at this position recovered after the

drop at day 38 to the levels seen at day 14.

Figure 2A also shows the binding of the anti-ELDKWA human

monoclonal 2F5. 2F5 is known to have a core recognition

sequence of D(K/R)W [16] and these data confirm this. This

figure shows how intolerant the monoclonal antibody is of epitope

variation, with only 3/54 DKW substitutions showing any

binding; demonstrating a difference in binding between single

antibodies and polyclonal sera. Figure 2B shows all the data points

from Figure 2A ranked in value for each timepoint to show the

overall trend of increasing binding to epitope variants.

High affinity binding to epitope variants
It is possible that the increased binding to epitope variants is

simply because antibody affinity for the native epitope has

increased so much that single substitutions in it do not cause a

loss of binding that can be detected here. With the high peptide to

carrier coupling ratio used (10:1) low as well as high affinity IgG

would be detected. An epitope variation that reduced antibody-

binding affinity by one or two logs from an initially high affinity

may, therefore, still bind. To further investigate this issue and to

test for high affinity binding to the variant sequences, the assay was

repeated with peptide variants that have been coupled to carrier at

low density, 1:1 peptide: ovalbumin, chosen from the results in

Figure 1B. At this coupling ratio only higher affinity IgG binding

to peptide will be detected. Any binding to epitope variants will

indicate a spreading of IgG specificity to these variants.

For brevity, as affinity maturation is continuing until day 83

(Figure 1b) we have omitted data from the day38 time-point, to

just show the total effect between the first and last time-points.

Serum from day 14 and day 83 was screened against the variant

peptide library, coupled at low density to ovalbumin, using the

same dilutions as in Figure 2. These dilutions were used, because

they were used in the peptide/carrier ratio titration, shown in

Figure 1b, and give a good discrimination of high affinity binding

when the peptide/carrier ratio is 1. The results are shown in

Figure 3A. This figure shows that at day 83 serum IgG showed a

significant level of higher affinity binding with most D, K, or W

and some L substitutions. Day 14 sera showed little high affinity

binding to any epitope variants, which is expected, as reactivity of

serum with the native peptide at this coupling ratio is low

(Figure 1B). Maturation of the response against ELDKWA is

associated, therefore, with an increase in high affinity IgG binding

to most epitope variants tested. Figure 3B shows all the data points

ranked for each timepoint, and shows that there were greater

levels of high affinity IgG binding to most variants at day 83 than

there was binding to ELDKWA at day 14. Specificity, as defined

by high affinity binding to variant sequences, has broadened after

maturation of this immune response.

Figure 3B also shows the ranked values for high affinity binding

of the monoclonal 2F5 to the epitope variants. The monoclonal

showed high affinity binding at high levels to 6/72 variants with

most of the rest showing no binding at all; this picture contrasts

with the moderate levels of high affinity binding to most variants

shown by the day 83 serum.

High affinity binding related to the type of substitution
in epitope variants

To further investigate the change in specificity of the maturing

antibody response to ELDKWA, correlation between the level of

high affinity binding to particular variants with the type of

substitution in the variant was investigated. Some substitutions will

have a greater effect on the epitope shape than others, and it

would be informative to compare the degree of change in the

epitope with the level of IgG binding. The most appropriate

measure of the change induced by single amino-acid substitutions

in protein sequences is the PAM250 score [22]. The PAM-250

matrix, which provides scores for every possible single amino-acid

substitution, has been derived by comparing the amino acid

sequences of a large set of closely related proteins to determine the

frequencies of each particular amino-acid substitution between

them. On the basis that substitutions have been evolutionarily

selected, the frequency of a particular substitution reflects how

functionally similar it is to the original amino-acid. Using the

PAM-250 matrix to score differences in epitope sequences,

therefore, provides a useful measure of the likelihood that change
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will be found in a natural epitope, as well as a measure of how

much the substitution changes the structure/function of the

epitope. Comparing these scores with the affinity of the antiserum

against the substituted peptide will provide information on how

affinity maturation changes the tolerance of antiserum binding to

pathogen epitope changes that vary from small more likely

changes to larger less likely ones.

The PAM-250 score for a substitution is usually presented as the

log of the frequency that a particular change is found after 250

evolutionary steps. Positive scores are substitutions found more

often than would be found randomly, and represent conservative

changes that alter function less. Negative scores represent

substitutions occurring less often than random and equate to

non-conservative changes [28].

The IgG binding values from Figure 3A were plotted against the

PAM250 score for each particular substitution (Figure 4). This

figure shows a positive correlation overall between IgG binding

and PAM250 score, in particular for substitutions at L, D and K,

implying that serum IgG reactivity has a bias towards conservative

changes in epitope. This bias, the slope of the trend-line; and also

whether the trend line intercepts the baseline reading of 0.13

(binding of day 83 serum to the LAKDWE control peptide) defines

the specificity of the serum, by showing the degree of change that

can be tolerated at any particular residue in the epitope.

Figure 1. Anti-ELDKWA serum IgG titre and relative affinity. A, serum IgG titre 14 (blue), 38 (green), and 83 (brown) days after immunization.
B, relative affinity of serum IgG with decreasing peptide/carrier conjugation ratio, after 14 (blue), 38 (green) and 83 (brown) days. Error bars: standard
error of the mean, from 7 (day 14) or 8 (day 38, 83) total samples from two separate immunizations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031555.g001
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The most non-conservative substitutions in the L and D residues

show baseline absorbance readings in Figure 4, and so loss of high

affinity IgG binding. This observation, combined with the positive

correlation of absorbance and PAM250 score, indicate that anti-

ELDKWA serum was more sensitive to the type of substitution at

these residues than at K and W. Conversely, at the K and W

residues, despite the overall trend toward higher binding to

epitopes with conservative changes, there was significant high

affinity IgG binding to variants with highly non-conservative

substitutions. In effect, the serum would tolerate more than a

Figure 2. Reaction of anti-ELDKWA serum IgG with epitope variants. A, mean values of reactivity with epitope variants (coupling ratio 10:1
ovalbumin), at a serum dilution that gives an absorbance of 1 against ELDKWA, after 14 (blue), 38 (green) and 83 (brown) days. Open brown triangles,
2F5 monoclonal. L, D, K, W denote the original amino-acid, small letters on x-axis denote the substitution in the variant. For clarity, values have been
ranked according to the day 14 (blue) reading. First data point in each panel is the value for ELDKWA; last data point is for the randomized epitope
sequence LAKDWE. Error bars: standard error of the mean, from 7 (day 14) or 8 (day 38, 83) total samples from two separate immunizations. B, ranked
(separately for each time point) mean reactivity of anti-ELDKWA serum IgG against all 72 epitope variants and control after 14 (blue), 38 (green) and
83 (brown) days. Open brown triangles, 2F5 monoclonal.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031555.g002
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single substitution at these positions whilst still showing high

affinity IgG binding.

High affinity IgG binding did not show much bias for particular

substitutions at the W residue as the absorbance/PAM250

correlation trend-line is almost flat. Most substitutions of

tryptophan have negative PAM250 scores; with the exception of

W to R it cannot be conservatively substituted. This could explain

why substitutions of this residue showed very little correlation of

binding with the PAM250 score. As almost all substitutions at this

residue result in a gross change, serum IgG may not discriminate

between particular substitutions even though they contain different

residues.

Figure 3. Higher affinity reaction of anti-ELDKWA serum IgG with epitope variants. A, mean values of reactivity with epitope variants
(coupling ratio 1:1 ovalbumin), at the serum dilution that gives an absorbance of 1 against ELDKWA coupled 10:1 with ovalbumin, after 14 (blue) and
83 (brown) days. L, D, K, W denote the original amino-acid, small letters on x-axis denote the substitution in the variant. For clarity, values have been
ranked according to the day 14 (blue) reading. First data point in each panel is value for ELDKWA; last data point is for the randomized epitope
sequence LAKDWE. Error bars as for Figure 2A. B, ranked (separately for each time point) mean high affinity reactivity of anti-ELDKWA serum IgG
against epitope variants (coupling ratio 1:1 ovalbumin) after 14 (blue) and 83 (brown) days. Open brown triangles, 2F5 monoclonal.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031555.g003
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Discussion

By screening serum from a maturing antibody response against

a library of peptides we have shown that an increase in titre and

affinity of IgG is accompanied by an increase in high affinity

binding to epitope variants; that at the scale of single amino acid

differences, antibody maturation causes a broadening of antiserum

specificity, to include non-conservatively substituted epitope

variants. There were greater levels of high affinity IgG binding

to 48 of 72 variants at day 83 than there were to the native epitope

at day 14. This spread of specificity is in marked contrast to that

seen for a monoclonal antibody.

By correlating antibody binding with the degree of change

(PAM250 score) in the epitope, and considering the intersection of

the trend-line in Figure 4 with baseline readings, we can define the

specificity of the antiserum. After maturation of the response

against ELDKWA, high affinity serum specificity has spread to

certain substitutions in the L and D residue, but beyond single

substitutions in the K and W residues, as any changes here do not

completely abolish antibody binding and so additional changes

may be tolerated.

Single substitutions do not tend to cause the catastrophic loss of

antiserum binding as they mostly do with the monoclonal

antibody, but rather, a graduated reduction inpart dependant on

the degree of similarity of the substitution to the native residue.

This, as discussed below, is likely to be an effect of the

polyclonality of the antiserum, and if this provides enhanced

protection against variant pathogens it is a good reason why

humoral responses do not rapidly become monoclonal.

Although we have only analysed single substitutions in a short

epitope – and this therefore defines the scale within which we

observe a spread of specificity – the level of higher affinity binding

observed against non-conservative substitutions is still surprising.

Although the changes described here might be described as

diversification of ‘fine specificity’ [4] this cannot be simply

assumed. Changes that affect only fine specificity would not alter

the binding of an antibody to any other epitope in the set of all

possible epitopes, and this is difficult to determine. Given that

antibody maturation can involve recruitment of new VDJ

combinations as well as somatic mutation, it is conceivable that

an ongoing antibody response could introduce entirely new

binding specificities.

The observation that low affinity clones can initiate germinal

centres [23] and then undergo somatic mutation regardless of their

initial affinity [24] suggests that clones with many different V-

genes participate in the early primary response. After this point,

the selective forces acting on clones that mutate their antibody

genes are the need to continue binding antigen [25] and the

deletion of self-reactive clones [12–14]. The pressure to continue

binding antigen, at increasing affinity, might place tight constraints

on the permissible variability in the antigen-binding region, but

these constraints will vary depending on the V-gene used and

epitope type and they are currently unknown. Within these

constraints, antigen-binding regions would be free to evolve and

experience neither positive nor negative selective pressure on

mutations at residues not crucially involved in binding. This

process would cause a diversification of specificity related to the

number of genetically distinct clones. The data presented here are

Figure 4. Correlation of serum IgG binding with PAM250 value of L, D, K and W substitutions. Mean values of high affinity serum IgG
reactivity with epitope variants (from Figure 3A) plotted against the PAM250 value of the substitution in each variant. L, D, K and W refer to the
particular epitope residue substituted.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0031555.g004
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consistent with this hypothesis as, at the scale of single amino acid

substitutions in epitopes, a broadening of specificity evolves during

antibody maturation. The contrast between antiserum and

monoclonal binding profiles support the notion that this effect is

caused by increasing clonality rather than increasing affinity.

Further, the notion that increased binding to epitope variants is

caused simply by an increase in affinity is inconsistent with the

data, as less IgG bound to variants substituted at the L residue at

days 38 and 83 than at day 14, even though the IgG affinity for

ELDKWA had increased at these time points.

The results presented here are consistent with the postulate that

antiserum maturation generates new specificities that can bind

pathogen escape variants. Many potential pathogen epitope

variants will manifest as single amino-acid substitutions, and we

suggest that many of these are likely to be covered by the maturing

antiserum so would never become established. One might expect

there to be a strong evolutionary pressure on antibody

diversification in the primary response to allow cover for pathogen

escape variants as well as increasing the affinity of antibodies

against the priming epitope, although the possible selective forces

driving this process are not understood. There is also the further

risk of generating self-reactivity and this makes this area complex

and difficult to study in vivo. It is particularly interesting, therefore,

that a recent study has reported that some memory clones

stimulated by infection with West Nile Virus in mice, have a

higher affinity for variants of the epitope present on the

immunising virus [29]. As it is known that high affinity clones

arise earlier in primary responses than germinal centres regress

[30], this observation supports the idea that ongoing somatic

mutation aids in the diversification of antibody specificity to allow

variant epitope binding in the manner reported here.

Methods

Ethics Statement
All experimental procedures were approved by the U.K. Home

Office under license 70/05954 and had UCL ethics committee

approval, Ref: 0897 and were performed in the Institute of Child

Health licensed animal facility.

Antigen and Immunization
CELDKWAS peptide was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, U.K.

and coupled at saturation to maleimide activated KLH (Pierce/

Thermo Scientific, U.K.) according to manufacturers instructions.

Female, 8 week-old BALB/c mice (Harlan, U.K.) were immunized

intra-peritoneally with 50 ug alum precipitated antigen. Serum

was collected 14, 38 and 83 days after immunization. Mice were

immunized in groups of four for each time point, twice.

Peptide Library
The peptide array consisting of the 72 possible (excepting C)

single amino-acid substitution variants of the central LDKW

sequence of CELDKWA was obtained from Mimotopes, U.K.

and also included the native sequence and the randomized control

sequence CLAKDWE.

The c-terminal S residue was deliberately included in the

immunizing antigen and omitted in the screening peptides because

sera against short peptides can contain antibodies against just the

terminal residue [26]; these would mask the effects of LDKW

sequence variation on antibody binding in this assay. Each peptide

was coupled at saturation to maleimide-activated ovalbumin

(Pierce/Thermo Scientific, U.K.) according to manufacturers

instructions and purified by dialysis.

Peptide/Carrier Ratio
To alter the peptide/carrier ratio from 10 moles peptide per

mole of ovalbumin when coupled at saturating peptide concen-

tration, CELDKWA type peptides were diluted the appropriate

molar amount with the HIV TAT peptide

GGGGYGRKKRRQRRRGC and then coupled at saturating

peptide concentration. The same batch of maleimide-activated

ovalbumin was used in all experiments involving lowered peptide/

carrier ratios.

ELISA
All ELISAs were performed according ref. 27, using alkaline

phosphatase conjugates of anti-mouse or anti-human IgG (Sigma-

Aldrich, U.K.) with pNPP substrate (Sigma-Aldrich, U.K.). Wells

were coated overnight at room temperature with 2 ug ml21

peptide/ovalbumin conjugates, incubated for 4 hours at room

temperature with serum dilutions, 2 hours with alkaline phospha-

tase conjugates and 1 hour with pNPP substrate. All plates for a

particular screening series (10:1 coupling ratio or 1:1 coupling

ratio) were made at the same time and stored according to

ref. [27].
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